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Abstract

Biodegradable polymeric nanoparticles (NP) made from poly (lactid-co-glycolide) acid (PLGA) and chitosan (CS) hold promise as
innovative formulations for targeted delivery. Since interactions of such NP with primary human immune cells have not been characterized,
yet, here we assessed the effect of PLGA or CS-PLGA NP treatment on human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC), as well as on
monocyte-derived DC (moDC). Amongst PBMC, antigen presenting cells (APC) showed higher uptake of both NP preparations than
lymphocytes. Furthermore, moDC internalized CS-PLGA NP more efficiently than PLGA NP, presumably because of receptor-mediated
endocytosis. Consequently, CS-PLGA NP were delivered mostly to endosomal compartments, whereas PLGA NP primarily ended up in
lysosomes. Thus, CS-PLGA NP confer enhanced delivery to endosomal compartments of APC, offering new therapeutic options to either
induce or modulate APC function and to inhibit pathogens that preferentially infect APC.
© 2019 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Inc. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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Over the past few decades, nanoparticles (NP) gained
increased attention as an innovative approach to improve drug
delivery. In particular for the treatment of diseases such as
infections and cancer, NP formulations hold promise as new
strategies.1 Due to their physicochemical properties that
facilitate interactions with biological systems,2 their morpho-
logical structure that allows for efficient cellular uptake,3 and the
option to functionalize their surface,4 NP formulations represent
a versatile tool to improve delivery of a whole variety of cargos
to their preferred site of action. As such, NP have been widely
studied for vaccine formulations,5 cancer treatment,6 gene
therapeutic purposes,7 immunotherapies,8 and diagnostics.9

Tuning their physicochemical properties resulted in enhanced
crossing of biological barriers and increased bioavailability.
However, also safety concerns were raised against NP.10,11 It has
been reported that NP may cause adverse effects when coming
into contact with human immune cells.12,13 This sets strict
requirements for the selection of materials and excipients when
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designing NP. We focused on the analysis of two delivery
systems composed of poly (lactid-co-glycolide) acid (PLGA).
Such anionic PLGA NP can be subjected to chitosan-surface
coating, thus resulting in cationic chitosan-coated PLGA (CS-
PLGA) NP.14,15 These polymers are biodegradable and
biocompatible and therefore were already approved by regula-
tory authorities as pharmaceutically safe materials for clinical
and cosmetic use.16,17

PLGA and CS-PLGA NP have been successfully exploited in
vaccination via the transfollicular route.15 Interestingly, this
vaccination approach induced immune responses against the
model antigen ovalbumin only when an adjuvant was added.18

Further studies used CS-PLGA NP for messenger RNA (mRNA)
delivery upon intravenous administration in mice.19,20

The delivery potential of NP to antigen presenting cells
(APC) has gained increased interest due to the function of APC
as first line defense against pathogens as well as for their key role
in inducing antigen-specific immune responses.21 NP should
allow for APC-selective delivery of immune-modulating mole-
cules as well as antimicrobial compounds without inducing
adverse immune reactions. Here, we studied the interaction of
PLGA and CS-PLGA NP with primary human immune cells.
Importantly, cells derived from human PBMC more closely
reflect the pathophysiological state of immune cells in humans
than tumor cell lines. Hence, (i) we prepared anionic PLGA and
cationic CS-PLGA NP and fluorescently labeled them for
cellular visualization purposes and (ii) we tested the uptake of
both NP preparations by different immune cell subsets contained
within human PBMC. (iii) To more specifically study NP uptake
by APC, we isolated monocytes from PBMC, differentiated them
to monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDC), and tested the
uptake and cytotoxic effect following NP treatment. (iv)
Furthermore, we studied the immunological safety profile of
NP treatment by analyzing the activation status of moDC upon
NP treatment, and (v) we analyzed to which subcellular DC
compartments the NP travel after cellular uptake. In brief, these
studies indicated that in particular CS-PLGA NP are a versatile
tool to selectively deliver drugs to APC into endosomal
compartments.

Methods

Preparation and characterization of PLGA and chitosan-coated
PLGA nanoparticles

For the production of plain (anionic) PLGA or chitosan-
coated (cationic) CS-PLGA NP, a modified double-emulsion
method was used as described previously.15 In brief, 50 mg of
PLGA (50:50; Resomer RG 503H, Evonik Industries AG,
Darmstadt, Germany) was dissolved in ethyl acetate. Then 400 μl
of milli-Q water (Merck Millipore, Billerica, MA) was added to
the PLGA organic phase. This solution was sonicated with an
ultrasound device (Branson Ultrasonic Corporation, USA) for 30
s at a 30% amplitude. Next, a solution of 2% (w/V) polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA; Mowiol® 4–88, Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
Germany) was prepared with milli-Q water. A volume of 4 ml
PVA solution was applied to the initial PLGA solution and
sonicated at the above settings. After continuous stirring

overnight, the solution was purified by using a dialysis
membrane (MWCO 1 kDa, Spectrum Labs, CA, USA) to obtain
a final solution of 2 mg/ml PLGA NP. Similarly, chitosan-coated
PLGA NP were produced by supplementing the PVA solution
with 0.2% (w/v) chitosan (Protasan UP CL 113, FMC
Biopolymer AS Novamatrix, Sandvika, Norway). For visualiza-
tion purposes, the NP were fluorescently labeled by covalently
coupling fluoresceinamine (FA; Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
Germany).22

All NP used in this study were thoroughly characterized for
their quality attributes. Using dynamic light scattering (Zetasizer,
Malvern Instruments, Malvern, UK), three colloidal properties
were analyzed: the hydrodynamic size, the polydispersity index
(PDI) and the ζ-potential. The morphology of NP was
determined by using transmission electron microscopy (TEM;
JEOL JEM 2011, St. Andrews, UK), as reported previously.22

All excipients, including materials and polymers, as well as the
produced NP were in house tested for the absence of endotoxins
by using the EndoLISA® detection assay (Hyglos GmbH,
Bernried am Starnberger See, Germany).

Isolation of primary human immune cells

Human PBMC were isolated from buffy coats of healthy
blood donors provided by the Blutbank Springe (Germany) using
Ficoll density gradient centrifugation (Biocoll, Biochrom AG).
CD14-positive monocytes were isolated by MACS selection
(Miltenyi). To differentiate monocyte-derived dendritic cells
(moDC), purified monocytes were cultivated for 5 days in
serum-free DC CellGro® medium (CellGenix, Freiburg, Ger-
many) enriched with 1000 U/ml GM-CSF (granulocyte
macrophage-colony stimulating factor, CellGenix) and 1000 U/
ml IL-4 (CellGenix).

Flow cytometry analysis

1 × 106 PBMC were immunolabeled with anti-CD3-PerCP
(UCHT1, Biolegend), anti-CD14-PacBlue (M5E2, Biolegend),
anti-CD19-Amcyan (HIB19, BD Biosciences), and anti-HLA-
DR-APC-Cy7 (L243; Biolegend) for 15 min at 4 °C. For
immune activation studies, 5 × 105 moDC cells were harvested
and immunolabeled with anti-CD40-PE (5C3, Biolegend), anti-
CD86-PacBlue (IT2.2, Biolegend), anti-HLA-AB-PeCy5 (W6/
32, BD Biosciences), anti HLA-DR-APC-Cy7 (L243, Biole-
gend), anti-CD11c-PeCy7 (3.9, Biolegend) and anti-CD206-
APC (15–2; Biolegend). Unspecific immunolabeling of PBMC
and moDC was blocked by the addition of 10% Gamunex
(Grifols Deutschland GmbH, Frankfurt am Main, Germany).
Data were acquired on a LSRII flow cytometer (BD Biosciences)
and analyzed using the FlowJo software (Tree Star).

Nanoparticle binding and uptake studies

To analyze NP uptake, 60 μg/ml of FA-PLGA or CS-FA-
PLGA NP were added to 1 × 106 PBMC and incubated either at
4 °C or 37 °C. Cells were harvested, immunolabeled and NP-
derived FA fluorescence was assessed by flow cytometry.
Binding of NP to the cell surface was determined as the
percentage of FA positive cells after incubation at 4 °C. Net
uptake of NP was calculated by subtracting the NP binding from
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the percentage of FA positive cells observed at 37 °C. For uptake
inhibition studies, moDC were incubated for 30 min with the
inhibitors cytochalasin D, dynasore and filipin (Sigma-Aldrich,
Darmstadt, Germany) prior to NP treatment. Cytochalasin D
inhibits actin-polymerization and thus mainly blocks macro-
pinocytosis, dynasore mostly blocks clathrin-mediated endocy-
tosis, and filipin blocks caveolae-mediated endocytosis. After
exposure to FA-labeled NP, the mean fluorescence intensity
(MFI) of moDC was determined by flow cytometry and the fold
reduction of fluorescence relative to controls was calculated as a
measure of inhibition of NP uptake.

Confocal fluorescence microscopy

For confocal imaging, moDC were seeded in coverslip-
bottom LabTeK® culture chambers (Sigma-Aldrich, Darmstadt,
Germany) during the five days of moDC differentiation. After
NP treatment, cells were fixed with 3% paraformaldehyde for 10
min at room temperature, washed three times with PBS and
blocked with glycine-containing blocking buffer for 1 hour.
Cells were washed again three times with PBS and incubated
with primary antibodies of interest for 24 hours at 4 °C. After
PBS washing, fluorophore-conjugated secondary antibodies
were added and the samples were incubated for 2 hours at
room temperature. Finally, DAPI was added for nuclear staining,
cells were washed and mounted with DAKO fluorescent
mounting medium. Confocal microscopy was then performed
with the Olympus FV1000-IX81 laser-scanning microscope
using the 60x oil immersion objective, NA 1.35.

Statistical analysis

All data analyses were performed using the GraphPad Prism
Software (La Jolla CA).

To compare matched samples, two tailed Wilcoxon test was
used with a p-value b0.05 set as statistically significant and for
colocalization studies, a two-way ANOVAwas performed with a

p-value b0.05 set as significant. All measurements were
performed at least 3 times. For uptake inhibition studies, the
non-parametric Friedman's test was used with a p-value b0.05 set
as significant.

Results

Production and characterization of PLGA and chitosan-coated
PLGA nanoparticles

For this study anionic PLGA and cationic chitosan-coated
PLGA NP were generated as described earlier.13,14 As even
minor variations in the physicochemical properties of NP
preparations can influence their functionality and bioavailability,
we characterized the morphology, the size, the polydispersity
index (PDI), the ζ-potential, the endotoxin content, and the
stability under cell culture conditions of NP preparations used in
this study. PLGA and CS-PLGA NP with and without FA-
labeling revealed a smooth and evenly shaped spherical
morphology (Figure 1, A–D), with a hydrodynamic size of
approx. 130 nm for PLGA and 150 nm for CS-PLGA NP
(Figure 1, E). Consistent results were obtained in the analysis of
CS-PLGA NP by different microscopy techniques, including
cryo-electron microscopy.23 Both NP preparations had a
monodisperse particle-size distribution as indicated by a PDI
of approx. 0.1. PLGA NP showed an anionic surface charge with
a ζ-potential of approx. -18 mV, whereas CS-PLGA NP were
cationic with a ζ-potential of approx. +26 mV (Figure 1, E and
Supplementary Table 1). FA-labeling only moderately increased
the size of both NP preparations and reduced the ζ-potential of
CS-PLGA NP from +26 to +13 mV. Nevertheless, non-labeled
and FA-labeled CS-PLGA NP had a positive charge. As in
studies with primary human immune cells the purity of the
analyzed NP preparations is of key relevance, only pharmaceu-
tical grade materials were used to generate NP preparations.
Additionally, each excipient used for NP production as well as
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13.1 ± 6.2
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Figure 1.Morphological and physicochemical characterization of PLGA and chitosan-coated PLGA nanoparticles. Transmission electron micrographs of
(A) non-labeled PLGA NP, (B) FA-PLGA NP, (C) non-labeled CS-PLGA NP and (D) CS-FA-PLGA NP. (E) The NP preparations were characterized by
dynamic light scattering (DLS) for their size, polydispersity index (PDI) and ζ-potential. Data presented as mean ± SD (n = 3).
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the final NP preparations were tested endotoxin free (Supple-
mentary Table 2). The stability and aggregation behavior of
PLGA and CS-PLGA NP was tested after long-term storage at 4
°C, but no significant differences were observed, neither in size,
PDI, or ζ-potential (Supplementary Table 3). Furthermore, both
NP preparations were incubated in fresh CellGro® medium or in
medium harvested after 5 days of moDC culture (conditioned
medium) and the hydrodynamic size as well as the PDI were
measured. PLGA and CS-PLGA NP showed a similar size and
PDI after incubation in PBS or fresh medium. In contrast,
following incubation in conditioned medium both NP showed
moderately increased size and PDI (Supplementary Figure 1).
Therefore, a medium exchange was performed prior to NP
treatment of cells in the following in vitro experiments.

Among PBMC, antigen presenting cells show enhanced uptake
of PLGA and chitosan-coated PLGA nanoparticles

To study NP uptake by primary human immune cells, blood
samples were drawn from healthy donors and PBMC were
isolated by Ficoll density gradient centrifugation (Figure 2, A).
To determine the immune cell subset distribution amongst
PBMC, cells prepared from 11 different donors were immuno-
labeled with fluorescent-coupled antibodies directed against

CD3, CD19, MHC-II, and CD14, and samples were analyzed by
flow cytometry. Amongst single cells, T cells were defined as
CD3+CD19− cells and B cells as CD19+CD3− cells, whereas the
CD3−CD19− population was further dissected in MHC-
II+CD14+ monocytes and MHC-II+CD14− dendritic cells
(DC) (Figure 2, B). This analysis revealed that PBMC comprise
approx. 67% T cells, 6% B cells, 4% DC, and 8% monocytes
(Figure 2, C).

To investigate the kinetics of NP uptake, PBMC were treated
with 60 μg/ml of FA-PLGA or CS-FA-PLGA NP and after
incubation at 37 °C for the indicated times, cells were harvested,
immunolabeled as described above, and the percentages of FA
positive cells were determined by flow cytometry. Incubation at
4 °C was performed as a control to determine the FA signal
derived from binding of nanoparticles to the cell surface
(Supplementary Figure 2). Under such conditions, T cells did
not show abundant percentages of FA positive cells, neither upon
treatment with FA-PLGA nor CS-FA-PLGA NP, and not even
after 4 h of incubation (Figure 3, A). Furthermore, less than 20%
of B cells were FA positive after 4 h treatment with FA-PLGA
NP, but not after treatment with CS-FA-PLGA NP (Figure 3, B).
In contrast, DC and monocytes showed increased fluorescence
already after 15 min of incubation with CS-FA-PLGA NP, but
not after FA-PLGA NP treatment (Figure 3, C and D). After

Blood

Ficoll density gradient PBMC

B

A

T cells
67 ± 4%

B cells
6 ± 1%Monos

8 ± 2%
DC
4 ± 1% 
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CD14
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C
D

3

CD19

T cells
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CD3-
 CD19-
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Plasma

Erythrocytes
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C

Figure 2. Characterization of immune cell subsets in human PBMC. (A) Blood was drawn from healthy donors and human PBMC were isolated by Ficoll
density gradient centrifugation. (B) Human PBMC were immunolabeled with fluorescent-coupled antibodies specific for CD3, CD19, MHC-II, and CD14.
CD3+CD19− T cells, CD3−CD19+ B cells, CD3−CD19−MHCII+CD14+ monocytes (monos) and CD3−CD19−MHCII+CD14− dendritic cells (DC) were gated
as indicated for one representative donor. (C) Cell subset distribution amongst PBMC from 11 healthy donors. Values indicate mean percentage ± SD.
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prolonged incubation of up to 4 h, approx. 40% of the DC were
FA positive upon treatment with CS-FA-PLGA NP, while only
20% were positive upon FA-PLGA NP treatment (Figure 3, C).
Interestingly, after 4 h of incubation, approx. 60% of the
monocytes were FA positive, irrespective of whether the PBMC
were treated with FA-PLGA or CS-FA-PLGA NP (Figure 3, D).
Thus, upon treatment of PBMC with FA-PLGA or CS-FA-
PLGA NP, primarily myeloid cells including DC and mono-
cytes, but not lymphocytes, showed enhanced NP uptake. Of
note, monocytes took up NP even more efficiently than DC and
after short incubation times, both myeloid cell subsets showed
enhanced uptake of CS-FA-PLGA NP when compared with FA-
PLGA NP.

Chitosan-coated PLGA nanoparticles are effectively interna-
lized by monocyte-derived dendritic cells and do not show toxic
effects

As DC are of key relevance for the induction and regulation
of antigen-specific immune responses and thus constitute an
interesting pharmacological target, the delivery of NP in DC was
studied in greater detail. To this end, CD14+ cells were isolated
from PBMC by magnetic cell sorting and further differentiated to
monocyte-derived dendritic cells (moDC) (Figure 4, A). To
analyze the effect of NP treatment on cell viability, moDC were
exposed to increasing concentrations of FA-PLGA or CS-FA-
PLGA NP and the percentage of dead cells was quantified using
the Zombie Aqua™ dye. These experiments indicated that up to
a concentration of 100 μg/ml, only low toxicity was detected for
both NP. At the highest concentration of 600 μg/ml, approx. 20%
and 40% of the moDC were dead upon treatment with FA-PLGA
and CS-FA-PLGA NP, respectively (Supplementary Figure. 3).
Therefore, moDC were exposed to 60 μg/ml of either type of NP
preparation and the percentage of FA positive cells was
determined by flow cytometry. Incubation with CS-FA-PLGA
NP resulted in significantly increased percentages of FA positive

cells at all the tested time points, with approx. 70% FA positive
cells after 24 h of incubation. In contrast, treatment with FA-
PLGA NP resulted only in approx. 30% FA positive cells after
24 h of incubation (Figure 4, C). These results demonstrated that
CS-FA-PLGA NP are more efficiently taken up by moDC than
FA-PLGA NP.

FA-labeled PLGA nanoparticles are primarily taken up by
actin-dependent endocytosis, while chitosan-coated PLGA
nanoparticles enter moDC mainly by clathrin-mediated en-
docytosis

To address the cellular pathway by which NP enter into
moDC, we pre-incubated cells with increasing concentrations of
the pharmacological inhibitors cytochalasin D, dynasore and
filipin and then measured the fold reduction of FA-PLGA or CS-
FA-PLGA NP uptake relative to NP only controls (Figure 5).
Upon treatment with cytochalasin D, which inhibits actin-
polymerization and thus mainly blocks macropinocytosis,24 we
observed a 0.7-fold reduction in the uptake of FA-PLGA NP,
even at the lowest concentration (Figure 5, A and B upper panel).
In contrast, uptake of CS-FA-PLGA NP was only significantly
decreased after preincubation with 20 μM cytochalasin D, with a
0.4-fold reduction relative to the only NP control (Figure 5, A
and B lower panel). To block clathrin-mediated endocytosis we
used the dynamin inhibitor dynasore.25 This inhibitor did not
significantly change the uptake of FA-PLGA NP, not even at the
highest concentrations, but a 0.4-fold reduction in the uptake of
CS-FA-PLGA NP was detected after treatment with 50 μM and
100 μM dynasore. Finally, we used filipin to inhibit caveolae-
mediated endocytosis,26 but we did not observe any significant
change in the uptake of neither FA-PLGA nor CS-FA-PLGA NP
(Figure 5, B). Thus, our results indicate that the predominant
uptake mechanism of FA-PLGA NP in moDC is macropinocy-
tosis, while in the case of CS-FA-PLGA NP clathrin-mediated
endocytosis seems to be the preferred mechanism.
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Figure 3. FA-PLGA and CS-FA-PLGA nanoparticles are preferentially taken up by APC in human PBMC. PBMC prepared as described in Fig. 2 were
treated with 60 μg/ml of FA-PLGA or CS-FA-PLGA NP at 37 °C for the indicated times. Percentages of FA positive cells were determined for (A) T cells, (B) B
cells, (C) DC and (D) monocytes. Values were normalized to the fluorescence signal detected after incubation at 4 °C (Supplementary Figure 1). Error bars
indicate mean ± SEM (two-tailed Wilcoxon test, ***P ≤ 0.0010, **P ≤ 0.0068, *P ≤ 0.0137, n = 11).
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Treatment with FA-labeled PLGA or chitosan-coated PLGA
nanoparticles does not induce upregulation of surface activa-
tion markers on moDC

In order to evaluate whether treatment with FA-PLGA or CS-
FA-PLGA NP activate moDC, surface activation markers were
analyzed by flow cytometry before and after 2, 4, and 24 h of NP
treatment. Upon LPS treatment, moDC showed a 2.5-fold
increased mean fluorescent intensity (MFI) of MHC-I expression
when compared with non-treated moDC. In contrast, neither
upon FA-PLGA nor CS-FA-PLGA NP treatment moDC showed
significant MHC-I up-regulation. Similarly, CD11c, MHC-II,
CD86, and CD40 were not up-regulated after FA-PLGA or CS-
FA-PLGA NP treatment, whereas after LPS treatment the
highest fold increase was detected after 24 h of incubation for
CD11c and MHC-II (approx. 4-fold), CD86 (approx. 8-fold) and
CD40 (approx. 7-fold). Interestingly, the mannose-receptor
(MR) surface expression remained at basal levels after 24 h of
incubation with FA-PLGA NP, whereas after exposure to CS-
FA-PLGA NP it increased after 2 h of incubation, then decreased
below basal levels after 4 h, and after 24 h of incubation it finally
increased again by 2.5-fold (Figure 6, A and B). Thus, our results
revealed that even after 24 h of incubation with FA-PLGA or CS-
FA-PLGA NP there was no significant up-regulation of
activation markers on the surface of moDC, except for the
MR, which was differentially regulated upon CS-PLGA NP
treatment.

Within moDC, FA-labeled chitosan-coated PLGA nanoparticles
are preferentially delivered to early and late endosomes

To further study the intracellular localization after NP uptake,
moDC were incubated for 2 h with FA-PLGA or CS-FA-PLGA
NP, cells were fixed, markers for intracellular organelles were
immunolabeled with specific antibodies, confocal microscopic
analysis was performed, and colocalization between FA
fluorescence derived from internalized NP and labeled subcel-
lular compartments, as indicated by the Pearson's correlation
coefficient (PCC), was analyzed. In these assays, Rab5a was
used as a marker for early endosomes, which appear in early
stages of endocytosis, whereas Rab7 was used to identify late
endosomes, which develop after acidification of early endo-
somes (Figure 7, A). Upon treatment of moDC with FA-PLGA
NP, a PCC with Rab5a and Rab7 of approx. 0.3 was detected,
whereas upon treatment with CS-FA-PLGA NP a significantly
enhanced value of approx. 0.5 was obtained. Interestingly,
Lamp1 that was used as a marker for lysosomes, which are the
most acidic organelle of cells, gave a PCC of approx. 0.4 with
FA-PLGA NP, while with CS-FA-PLGA NP a value of 0.2 was
obtained (Figure 7, B and C). Of note, although the FA
fluorescence intensity diminishes with decreasing pH, both FA-
PLGA and CS-FA-PLGA NP showed a very similar pH-
dependent decline with residual fluorescence being detectable
even after 2 h of exposure to acidic pH (Supplementary Figure
4), thus allowing the comparative analysis of FA-PLGA and CS-
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Figure 4. CS-FA-PLGA nanoparticles are effectively internalized by human moDC. (A) Monocytes were isolated from PBMC by magnetic activated cell
sorting (MACS) for CD14+ cells, differentiated to monocyte-derived DC (moDC), and were then treated with FA-PLGA or CS-FA-PLGA NP. (B) moDC were
treated with 60 μg/ml FA-PLGA or CS-FA-PLGA NP for 2, 4 and 24 h at 37 °C, and the percentage of FA positive cells was determined by flow cytometry.
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Wilcoxon test, **P ≤ 0.0015, *P ≤ 0.0309, n = 5).
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FA-PLGA NP localization in acidic subcellular compartments.
To identify recycling endosomes, the marker Rab11 was
analyzed, which resulted in PCC values below 0.2 for both
NP. This was also the case for BiP, which was used as a marker
for the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and for GM130, which is a
marker for the Golgi bodies (Supplementary Figure 5). Thus,
while both NP preparations colocalized similarly low with
recycling endosomes, the ER, and Golgi bodies, CS-FA-PLGA
NP showed a higher colocalization with early and late
endosomes than FA-PLGA NP, which colocalized to a higher
extent with lysosomes.

Discussion

Nanoparticulated delivery systems hold promise as innova-
tive formulations to enhance efficacy and reduce adverse effects
of new drugs. Drug delivery vehicles ideally should be able to
target specific cells without inducing adverse reactions. Further-
more, an in-depth understanding of the interaction of nanopar-
ticle formulations with human immune cells is of key relevance,
as regardless of the application route that eventually will be
chosen, such nanoparticle drug formulations will come in direct
contact with blood or tissue-resident immune cells. Here we
found that amongst PBMC, APC effectively internalize FA-
PLGA and CS-FA-PLGA NP. In moDC, these NP caused low
cytotoxic effects and they did not confer immunostimulatory
effects. We additionally found that moDC show a preferential
uptake of CS-FA-PLGA NP, which upon internalization are
mostly delivered to early and late endosomes, presumably via
receptor-mediated endocytosis.

PLGA and CS-PLGA NP were generated by using pharma-
ceutical grade excipients. Additionally, the raw materials as well
as the final products were thoroughly tested for absence of LPS
contaminations, which is of key relevance when assays with

primary human immune cells are performed. NP generated under
such conditions showed high quality, including absence of any
detectable LPS contamination, as well as consistent physico-
chemical and morphological properties, even after addition of the
FA fluorescent dye. Of note, FA labeling slightly decreased the
ζ-potential of CS-PLGA NP. Since FA conjugation decreases the
anionic charge of the PLGA core, and the attachment of chitosan
is determined by electrostatic interactions, less chitosan is able to
bind the core after FA conjugation and thus the ζ-potential of CS-
FA-PLGA NP is reduced. Additionally, both NP had only minor
toxic effects at concentrations below 100 μg/ml and only a
moderate increase in cytotoxicity was observed at very high
doses.

Therefore, we proceeded with experiments in human PBMC
to assess the internalization of FA-PLGA and CS-FA-PLGA NP.
We observed that despite the far more abundant presence of T
cells, both NP were preferentially taken up by APC. Amongst
APC, monocytes showed an even higher uptake of both NP
preparations than DC. Presumably, this is due to the innate
phagocytic function of APC, which is basically absent in
lymphocytes. Interestingly, the kinetics of internalization in APC
was much faster for CS-FA-PLGA than for FA-PLGA NP, as
indicated by the more efficient uptake of CS-FA-PLGA after
short incubation times. Such faster uptake kinetics are probably
conferred by specific chitosan interactions with endocytic
receptors that are expressed by APC27 as well as by the
electrostatic attraction caused by the positively charged chitosan
and the negatively charged cell surface.28 However, this still has
to be experimentally addressed in greater detail. These traits
could be exploited, e.g., during i.v. injection of CS-PLGA NP to
selectively target recirculating APC within the blood, whereas
upon i.m. injection of PLGA NP enhanced interaction times
between the NP and the APC might be available in the draining
lymph node, which might allow NP uptake independent of the
functionalization with chitosan. Nevertheless, such strategies
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would have to be carefully studied in relevant animal models
before applications in humans can be considered.

In addition, we observed a strong preference in the uptake of
CS-FA-PLGA NP by moDC when compared with FA-PLGA
NP. Beyond the electrostatic advantage that CS-FA-PLGA NP
have over FA-PLGA NP, this can be explained by the fact that
moDC show high expression of receptors involved in chitosan
sensing. Amongst these, TLR2, Dectin-1 and the mannose
receptor (MR)29,30 play major roles and are known to enhance
cellular uptake upon involvement.31 In this context, chitosan
functionalization of PLGA NP might promote receptor-mediated
endocytosis, which is a clathrin-dependent process, and which
seems to be more efficient than the non-specific uptake of non-
functionalized PLGA NP. Indeed, our experiments indicated that
in moDC the predominant uptake mechanism for CS-FA-PLGA
NP is clathrin-dependent, while in the case of FA-PLGA NP
macropinocytosis seems to be the main pathway.

As suspected from the consistent quality of both NP
preparations, we did not observe any activation of moDC

following FA-PLGA or CS-FA-PLGA NP treatment in moDC.
Nevertheless, a slight regulation in the surface expression of the
MR was observed upon treatment with CS-FA-PLGA NP. MR
surface expression was first increased, then decreased and later
increased again. These results are compatible with the hypothesis
that the MR is the main receptor involved in the recognition of
chitosan derivatives32 and as it is an endocytic receptor, it is also
internalized to endosomal compartments and further re-shuttled
in its empty form back to the plasma membrane.33 Of note, other
studies have shown that the efficacy of DC-targeted delivery
might be enhanced using natural ligands that bind DC-specific
receptors, compared with approaches using specific antibodies.
The strategy to use natural receptor ligands for NP functionaliza-
tion promotes receptor recycling and thus, increases the rate of
antigen internalization.34

Furthermore, we found that CS-FA-PLGA NP are mostly
delivered to early and late endosomes, while non-functionalized
FA-PLGA NP mostly end up in other subcellular compartments,
such as lysosomes. This further points towards receptor-
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mediated endocytosis of CS-FA-PLGANP, as it has been proven
that recognition via the above-mentioned receptors mediates
delivery into endosomal compartments via a tyrosine-based
motif in the receptor cytoplasmic tail.35,36

Interestingly, moDC showed a higher uptake of CS-FA-
PLGA NP than DC within PBMC. As in vitro generated moDC
resemble DC generated under inflammatory conditions in vivo,
they are known to have a higher endocytic capacity as well as
higher expression of surface receptors such as the MR, in
comparison to steady-state DC found in blood.37,38 Additionally,
monocytes and DC within PBMC might intrinsically compete
for the uptake of NP. Despite the fact that both cell types are
considered professional phagocytes, DC are also specialized in
activating T cells and initiating an adaptive immune response,
whereas the primary function of most phagocytes is mainly to
destroy foreign particles.39 Thus, when treating PBMC with
either NP preparation, uptake by monocytes might outpace
uptake by DC resulting in the reduced NP internalization we
observed in DC from PBMC when compared with moDC.

Overall, these results demonstrate that CS-PLGA NP are
particularly for antigen delivery to APC, e.g., to induce antigen
presentation to lymphocytes or to modulate APC function. Along
this line, several studies have demonstrated that targeting

antigens to DC via the MR enhances uptake as well as antigen
presentation by MHC-I and MHC-II molecules.40 This could be
relevant for antigen-specific vaccination41 as well as for the
induction of tolerance.42,43 Furthermore, many viral and
bacterial pathogens preferentially infect APC.44 This has been
demonstrated for some of the most threatening pathogens such as
Dengue virus, HIV and Mycobacterium tuberculosis, which
successfully evade immune responses mainly by hiding and
persisting in endosomal compartments.45 Thus, it is conceivable
that CS-PLGA NP formulations of antibiotics or antivirals will
turn out to be efficacious for the treatment of such global threats.

Appendix A. Supplementary data

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at
https://doi.org/10.1016/j.nano.2019.102073.
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